GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa
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HIGHLIGHT

THE “GRAN VERA” IN THE PROJECT OF THE
“PEACE PATH”

The “Peace Path” in Trentino, from the Tonale pass to the Marmolada, is more
than 520 kilometres long.

A hundred years after the end of the first World War, there are several
opportunities to reflect and deepen the matter in Val di Fassa. To begin
with, a visit to “1914-1918 – La Gran Vera – The Great Wae: Galizia
Dolomites” at the theatre Navalge is recommented. Rich in war findings
and documents, the exhibition is a result of the union between the
collection “Simonetti-Fedespiel”-“Caimi” and the findings by the
association “Sul fronte dei ricordi”. Also interesting are the exhibition at
Fedaia and the recently launched “l Stont”, ancient shootstand in
Campitello. Summer 2018 also determines the start of the project
“Enlongia l Troi de la Pèsc per no desmentièr” (“Along the Peace path not
to forget” in Ladin), with the enhancement of the piece of the “Peace
path” that crosses Val di Fassa (three stages).

Today in the valley
IN HONOUR OF FABRIZIO DE ANDRÈ

Itineraries
IN THE WILD VALSORDA

EVENTS PAVILION – POZZA AT 9.00 P.M.
The songs by one of the most appreciated Italian songwriters of all
times presented by Napo.

UPSIDE DOWN OR RIGHT SIDE UP KIDS

PARISH THEATRE – CAMPITELLO AT 9.00 P.M.
For the festival “Ragazzi a Teatro”, today is on stage the show
“Bambini dritti, bambini rovesci” by Cinzia Scotton, presented by
Estroteatro.

“THE BASTARDS SONS OF DIONISO” IN CONCERT

THEATRE NAVALGE – MOENA AT 9.00 P.M.
The local band presents its most famous tracks, accompanied by a livedrawing session by Fabio Vettori drawing his funny ants (entry fee: €
5,00).

Every logger of Fassa knows this valley. The wonderful and wild
Valsorda, which brings to the Latemar, stores along the namesake
stream the tracks of the old "cava de le bore" (cave of trunks), a
passage for logs and woods five km long, built with stones and
rocks, attentively studied, from its slopes to its bends. In winter the
frozen cave used to become a sleigh slope where, until the
Seventies, thousands of cubic metres of wood passed by. To
discover this walk, start from Forno di Moena, following path n. 516,
which starts from the entrance of the cave, which will be crossed in
many spots. Arrived at Valsorda dairy (1676 m - 2 hrs), expert hikers
can go on towards Bivouac Latemar (2365 m - 1 h), whereas the less
trained can walk along path n. 517 leading to Medil, thence to
Forno or to Medil.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
JULY 26 AT 8.30 A.M. - CANAZEI

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRIES
WALK AT ALTITUDE TO REACH THE PASTURES AT CONTRIN
(EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).
JULY 26 AT 9.30 A.M. – LOC. POZZA/SÈN JAN DI FASSA

HIKE & BIKE

ON FOOT ALONG THE PEAKS OF BUFFAURE AND BY BIKE ON THE
CYCLE WAY. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (EXCURSION AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
During the first year of the Great War, Austro-Hungarian soldiers
would receive a ration of food which included: 700 gr. of bread, 400
gr of beef meat and 140 gr of pulses or vegetables, all completed
by two cubes of coffee ersatz, some wine or bier. Italian soldiers, on
the other hand, consumed more carbohydrates with a ration of: 600
gr of bread, 100 gr of meat with pasta or rice, a quarter litre of wine,
grappa, liqueur and coffee. From 1916, when the plantations were
halved and the livestocks decimated, soldiers (as well as the
people) saw their food ration reduced both in quantity and quality.

JULY 26 AT 9.30 A.M. - LOC. CIAMPEDIÈ/VIGO/SÈN JAN DI FASSA

ON THE “FOREST PATH”

EXCURSION TOWARDS VAJOLET AT THE DISCOVERY OF LOCAL
HISTORY, GEOLOGY AND LEGENDS (MEETING BY THE TOP STATION OF
THE CABLE CAR CATINACCIO).
Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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